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Dear Livelihood Impact Fund LPs, 

We hope you and your families are safe and well.   
 
Over the past few months, our team has been actively helping our portfolio companies raise follow 
on f inancing, and stabilize and grow their businesses in a rapidly changing economic environment.  
We also added a new team member in Vietnam.

As a general market update, investment activity by venture capital f irms in SE Asia has signif icantly 
picked up following a slowdown in March - September 2020.  As governments worked to stabilize the 
health impact and economic impact of COVID-19 in the f irst half of the year, it became clear in Q3 
2020 that countries without a strong social safety net in SE Asia needed to re-open their domestic 
economies and allow their lower income citizens to earn a livelihood and afford basic necessities.  
Luckily, the mortality rate in our core markets has been relatively low to the overall number of cases  
and economic activity has started to recover.  

Although the spread of COVID-19 has not been fully contained in our core markets (besides Vietnam 
and Singapore), there is mid and long-term optimism about the economic prospects in the region.  
At a high level, regional and global venture capital f irms and later-stage investors view SE Asia as 
the next emerging market that will fully mature and provide strong growth and exit opportunities 
in the coming decade.  While the mid-year dip in VC investment activity led companies in need of 
“survival capital” to raise f inancing at signif icantly discounted valuations, the pickup in investment 
activity in Q3 2020 has resulted in rebounding valuations for well-positioned companies with strong 
fundamentals and operating tech-driven “COVID-resilient” business models that have experienced 
increased adoption.  

For example, mClinica is currently in the process of raising its Series B f inancing round.  There exists 
strong interest from multiple VCs looking to lead the round as the value of mClinica’s digital ordering, 
f inancing, and pharmacy communication platform has become more apparent and the Company ’s 
volumes and revenues have increased.  Economic lockdowns in SE Asia created more incentives for 
low and middle-income people and informal businesses to adopt digital tools during COVID-19; an 
existing trend that only accelerated during the lockdowns.     

For the most part, we believe that our portfolio companies have weathered the storm well, remade 
themselves for better operational eff iciency and product-market f it, and are now more resilient and 
prepared to raise growth capital in 2021 once private investment markets recover more fully.  Such 
trends could yield positive results for Livelihood Impact Fund portfolio companies as VC and private 
equity investors begin to “head out of the COVID-19 gates” to put money to work from the funds they 
raised in 2019 and early 2020. 

New Team Member - An Do

In late July, we welcomed An Do to the Patamar team as a Principal based in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.  
Hiring An was the result of an extensive vetting process by the Patamar team and An’s deep desire 
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LE T TER FROM THE PATAMAR PARTNER S

to join a leading impact VC f irm with strong experience in Vietnam and deep commitment to driving 
positive impact in the country.  An is working heavily on deal sourcing in Vietnam and evaluating new 
investment opportunities across the region. 

Prior to joining Patamar, An was a Vice President at DWS Alternatives, a leading global investment 
manager specialising in private equity and real assets. At DWS, An led the origination and execution 
of new transactions, as well as the management and monitoring of f ive investments across the 
portfolio.  An holds a Bachelors’ degree in Economics from the London School of Economics. She is 
also a long-term mentor for SEO Vietnam and the Luong Van Can Scholarship Fund, two non-profit 
organisations set up to support and develop leadership capacity of young professionals in Vietnam. 
We feel lucky to have An join our team and she is already making her presence felt working with our 
existing portfolio companies and evaluating new investment opportunities for Patamar Fund II.  

As always, we are grateful for your support and believe your investment in Patamar will help drive 
positive economic and social impact across the region.  
 
If you have any questions or would like to connect with any of our portfolio companies, please reach 
out at any time. 
 
Sending all our best, 
Beau & the Patamar Capital team 
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MARKET UPDATE, Q3 2020
L ivel ihood Impac t Fund

Indonesia’s response to COVID-19 has not been as strong as we have seen in Singapore or Vietnam, 
but with a large population of 267+ million people, over 17,500 islands, and less developed social 
safety net and healthcare infrastructure, the people and Government have done reasonably well and 
kept a positive outlook.  Daily new COVID-19 cases hover right around 5,000 with a total of 490,000 
cases to date and 15,697 deaths

Due to COVID-19, the Indonesian economy has taken a hit in 2020, but the economy has started to 
recover.  Economic growth was negative in 2Q 2020 and 3Q 2020, but economists and the government 
believe that economic growth may turn positive in 4Q 2020.  Due to necessity and lack of a robust 
social safety net, the economy has had to reopen to ensure that low and middle-income Indonesians 
could continue to generate income and afford basic life necessities.  Even with signif icant challenges 
containing COVID-19, venture capital and private equity investors continue to pursue and invest 
in companies that they believe will drive the future economic activity in the country; Indonesian 
startups received USD 2.47 billion in funding in 1H 2020, a 162% increase over the same period in 
2019.  

Making up 40% of SE Asia’s population, Indonesia is the largest economy in the region and is very 
important to Patamar’s short-term and long-term success.  Since we started investing in Indonesia 
nearly 10 years ago, the technology and start-up economy has developed signif icantly with the 
emergence and growth of Indonesia-only and regional venture capital f irms, as well as the entry 
of globally recognized f irms looking at Indonesia as a major market for growth and investment 
opportunities.  With the most digitally connected population and the highest disposable incomes in 
SE Asia (besides Singapore), technology-enabled companies are focused on modernizing traditional 
industries and “formalizing informal markets” comprised of large numbers of small businesses.  
  
Going forward, we are very positive on the potential of Indonesian companies to deliver strong 
f inancial returns and generate strong social impact for the large number of low and middle-income 
Indonesians.  COVID-19 has accelerated the adoption of a number of digital tools and solutions, and 
we believe that there will be a number of strong opportunities to back mission-driven entrepreneurs 
focused on expanding access to inclusive f inancial services, healthcare, and education, and building 
tech-based approaches to modernizing the distribution of basic products as well as helping small 
businesses (e.g., pharmacies, shopkeepers, f ishermen) obtain access to formal markets.      

Over the past few years, it has been exciting to watch other venture f irms invest in companies that 
serve the “mass market” of low and middle-income consumers, as it provides more validation of 
Patamar’s long-time “mass market” focus and much needed growth-stage capital for companies that 
f it our investment strategy.  But with increased activity comes more competition.  As the only VC 
f irm in the region with a primary focus on “mass market” companies and over a decade investing in 
similar models across South and SE Asia, we feel well positioned to co-invest with other VC f irms and 
deliver the strategic assistance that impact-focused entrepreneurs seek in key sectors.  To succeed 
in Indonesia and drive strong impact and f inancial returns over the coming years, we believe it will 
be critical to maintain valuation discipline and invest early in companies with great teams and unique 
strategies that f it our investment mandate.  
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MARKET UPDATE, Q3 2020
L ivel ihood Impac t Fund

Vietnam continues to lead the world in its response to COVID-19.  Due to coordinated government 
efforts across the country and cooperation from the populace, Vietnam has only seen 1,321 total 
cases and 35 deaths since the start of COVID-19.  There was an unexpected small wave of cases in 
late July / early August, but the government took swift action to bring things under control.  It has 
been 77 days since any new cases were transmitted within the local community, and all new cases 
are imported by travelers returning home to Vietnam.  The strong COVID-19 response, coupled with 
increased manufacturing orders and exports from the U.S.-China trade dispute, should allow Vietnam 
to generate positive economic growth in 2020.   The economy experienced 1.8 percent growth in the 
f irst half of 2020, and full year f igures are projected to hit 2.8 percent.  Economists predict a strong 
economic rebound in 2021 based on core fundamentals and strong containment of COVID-19.  

Although 2.8% economic growth is down from original pre-COVID 2020 projections of 6-7%, Vietnam 
will be the strongest SE Asian economy in 2020 and is expected to be a top performer in the region 
for the short to mid-term as (a) its population is projected to increase from 96.5 million today to 
120 million people in 2050, (b) 70% of the country is currently under the age of 35 years, and (c) the 
middle class is expected to double from 13% of the population today to 26% in 2026.   

Entrepreneurs are launching companies in the f inancial services, health care, education, and 
agricultural sectors, and we believe that talent will get better and better as more investors invest 
more heavily in the country and pursue growth opportunities that Vietnam is well-poised to meet.  The 
country has the strongest technology talent in the region and is experiencing a surge of investment 
interest from new investors.  Other regional and global venture capital f irms are now starting to 
invest more heavily in Vietnam, and for the f irst time, the amount of investment capital put into 
early-stage Vietnamese companies exceeded early-stage VC investments in Singapore this year.  We 
believe this will create an upward cycle for tech development and higher quality entrepreneurs and 
management teams as they gain more experience working at and scaling venture backed companies.  

The Philippines has experienced signif icant challenges over the past few months as the Government’s 
response has not been consistent or effective in dealing with the challenges created by COVID-19.  A 
weak national healthcare system has also compounded the challenges faced by families hit with the 
virus; there have been over 432,000 total cases and over 8,400 deaths. After the Filipino government 
led one of the most dramatic COVID-19 lockdowns in Asia, case rates have decreased signif icantly 
from 3,000+ cases per day to 1,879 new cases today. 
 
The economy is gradually opening up due to necessity, but the Government and its people are 
being cautious.  The Philippines will experience a recession for the f irst time in 30 years due to the 
long COVID-19 lockdown and reductions in consumption, investment growth, exports, tourism and 
remittances.  Hopefully the Government’s large economic stimulus packages will ease some of the 
pain.  A signif icant portion of the Philippines’ 2.2 million migrant workers have returned home as 
economies contracted across the world, thereby reducing the amount of foreign inbound remittances 
that normally contribute a large portion of family incomes across the country.  Economic growth is 
expected to rebound gradually in 2021-2022, and we are hopeful that the Philippines will get back on 
track in driving the inclusive economic growth it has generated over the last decade: poverty rates 
decreased from 23.3% in 2015 to 16.6% in 2018.  
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MARKET UPDATE, Q3 2020
L ivel ihood Impac t Fund

Before COVID-19 struck, the Philippines began showing up on the radar of prominent global VCs, 
private equity f irms and tech unicorns.  Sequoia, KKR, and Stripe made sizable tech investments in 
the country, but following COVID-19, investment activity cooled off signif icantly with a 77% reduction 
in venture capital funding from 1H 2019 to 1H 2020.  Compared to Indonesia, the FIlipino startup 
ecosystem is quite nascent and has not yet built the large, homegrown tech companies that typically 
develop local talent and give birth to the next generation of entrepreneurs.  With a fewer number 
of tech companies launching each year, most SE Asian venture capital f irms with a regional mandate 
have not yet hired full-time team members in the Philippines in the same way they have built full-time 
teams in Indonesia and Vietnam.   

While there will likely be lasting effects of COVID-19 on the economy, consumer growth factors remain 
strong.  With a population of 107 million people and a young workforce, the Philippines was one of 
SE Asia’s best performing economies, generating 6.4% average annual growth from 2010-2019.  SE 
Asian tech unicorns continued expansion into the Philippines further indicates that the country will 
continue to be a key economic market in SE Asia going forward.  

Over the last seven years Patamar has pursued and invested into companies  in the Philippines.  We 
believe there will continue to be opportunities to invest in f intech, healthcare, and other companies 
focused on SME value chains as the economy modernizes and entrepreneurs launch tech platforms 
in core sectors….just not at the same rates possible in Vietnam and Indonesia.  Due to the slower 
development of the tech and venture capital ecosystem in the Philippines (when compared to 
Indonesia and Vietnam), the opportunity set is not as large as in our other markets.   

India has been Asia’s hotspot for COVID-19.  With over 9.4 million total cases and 137,000 deaths, 
the country has been hit hard, but has positively bent the curve on all key COVID-19 metrics: active 
cases, deaths, and active positivity rates. India’s daily number of new cases and deaths have almost 
halved in the past six weeks and the number of active positive cases are ~5% of the total caseload.

From March 24 - May 31, India instituted a full lockdown, but the Government did not have the 
f iscal capacity to (a) provide subsidies to the millions of poor people disproportionately hit by the 
lockdown and (b) provide large stimulus into the formal economy. With a reported fatality rate under 
2% - among the lowest in the world - the Government decided to open up the country allowing the 
organized and unorganized sectors to reconvene economic activity with the hope of generating jobs.
 
In Q2 2020, India’s GDP growth contracted by approximately 24% due to the stringent lockdown 
period. As a result, India will record near negative or zero growth in 2020, less than a year after it 
generated 6% annual growth and was ranked as one of the fastest growing economies in the world 
in 2019.  India’s economy is expected to rebound to pre-COVID levels in 2021 as ~95% of its business 
sectors have already reached near pre-COVID activity (with the exception of hospitality and mobility) 
or higher than pre-COVID activity (healthcare and Agriculture) since the lockdown ended in May.

Even with the effects of COVID-19, India continues to be a global hotspot for technology investing.  
The strong technology and venture capital ecosystem built over the last 20 years on tech outsourcing 
and incredible tech talent continues to foster the growth of the digital economy and the strong 
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MARKET UPDATE, Q3 2020
L ivel ihood Impac t Fund

growth of tech-enabled businesses.  With the second largest population in the world (1.353 billion) 
and the widespread use of digital payments following the launch and adoption of the Government’s 
real-time payments network (Unif ied Payments Interface or “UPI”), Indian tech companies are well-
positioned to provide digitally-distributable products and services to the enormous “mass market” 
of low and middle-income customers. 
 
With the exception of “in-rounds”, or VCs injecting money into existing portfolio companies, VC 
investing slowed signif icantly during the lockdown.  However, VC investment levels have increased 
since June 2020 into sectors and digital-based business models that met customer needs and 
changing habits established during the pandemic: f intech, healthcare, education, and food. For 
example, in the last six months, education startups raised nearly the same amount of investment 
capital as in all of 2019 and f intech companies raised more than USD 500 million.
 
Related to Patamar’s India investment strategy focused on f inancial services, large Indian banks 
have been tightening credit policies and only lending money to their highest rated credits, thereby 
increasing the credit gap for blue-collar workers, gig-economy workers, farmers, and Micro, Small 
and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs).  Such developments provide an increased opportunity to lend to 
these types of borrowers in economic sectors that have recovered since the lockdown, exceeding 
USD 350 billion in the next four years.  The combination of (a) low-cost and widespread Internet 
coverage (driven by Reliance Jio), (b) the widespread adoption of the Government’s “India Tech 
Stack” comprised of an integrated digital-biometric identif ication program (Aadhar) and its real-time 
payment network (Unif ied Payments Interface) by businesses and consumers, and (c) tech platforms 
that offer services in local vernacular languages are helping f intech platforms reach underserved 
consumers at an unprecedented scale.  In spite of short-term challenges related to COVID-19, we 
believe that there will be strong opportunities to invest into and support the growth of innovative 
f inancial inclusion companies that utilize digital strategies to generate strong f inancial returns and 
tremendous social impact.
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Kinara Capital

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Kinara Capital provides loans of USD 1,400 to USD 21,000 
to small- to-medium enterprises (SMEs) in India for 
working capital and asset purchases. Aiming to f ill the gap 
between microfinance and bank f inancing, Kinara focuses 
on several industries and sub-sectors, including small-
scale manufacturing, rural franchises, and handicraft 
productions. 

SOCIAL IMPACT
By providing loans to SMEs, low-income entrepreneurs can 
expand their businesses through the purchase of additional 
machinery or raw materials, leading to an increase in the 
entrepreneur's business income. Additionally, as SMEs grow, 
they hire more employees from low-income communities. 
As a result of COVID-19, SMEs were hit hard and millions 
of migrant workers lost their jobs in the informal sector. 
Kinara has continued to play an impactful role in lending to 
creditworthy SMEs, helping stabilize the SME sector.  

Q3 HIGHLIGHT

Kinara completed its internal fundraise of USD 3.5m 
with the participation of all its key shareholders. 
Kinara’s investors have been impressed with the 
Company’s performance and the management 

team’s strategy to stabilize & grow the company 
amidst the COVID-19 outbreak. 

BUSINESS UPDATE
Kinara improved its loan repayment collection rates from 
~40% in Q2 2020 to ~85% in Q3 2020, despite the Reserve 
Bank of India (RBI) extending the national loan repayment 
moratorium until 31 August 2020. The loan repayment 
moratorium created a temporary liquidity crunch for 
Kinara, but the Company quickly overcame the challenge 

through effective customer engagement, negotiating 
repayment grace periods with its lenders, and temporarily 
discontinuing new disbursements. 

Today, ~95% of India’s business sectors have reached 
pre-COVID activity (with the exception of hospitality and 
mobility) and the economy seems to be recovering faster 
than anticipated. As a result, Kinara projects increasing 
collection levels to >90% in Q4 2020. As background, the 
early signs for India’s f inancial services sector were grim 
as the millions of migrant workers who make up a majority 
of the SME and MSME workforce traveled back to their 
villages after losing their jobs in the nationwide lockdown 
initiated in March.  A prolonged lockdown would have had 
a devastating impact on Kinara’s SME lending operations, 
but the immediate economic contraction (-24% in Q2) and 
peak unemployment in May 2020 forced the government 
to end the lockdown in May 2020. After stabilizing its cash 
position, Kinara cautiously began resuming disbursements 
in Q3 2020 in anticipation of full ramp up in 2021. 

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Kinara's Gross Loan Portfolio held steady at USD 108m 
from Q2 2020 to Q3 2020, as the Company decided to only 
resume new disbursements in a gradual manner in Q3 
2020 to preserve cash until the end of the loan repayment 
collection moratorium period that ended in August 2020. 
Despite the impact of COVID-19 impact, Kinara f inished Q3 
2020 with a positive net profit of ~5% compared to ~3% in 
Q2 2020.

FUNDRAISING
Kinara decided to delay its previous plans to raise a growth-
f inancing round from new investors until Q4 2021. The key 
factors that drove this decision were the uncertain investor 
sentiment in the market and the perceived appetite for large 
valuation discounts during the COVID outbreak in India.  
We believe the faith shown by all the Company ’s investors 
in quickly closing Kinara’s internal f inancing round and the 
Company ’s strong performance during COVID will set it up 
for a successful external f inancing round in 2021. 

COUNTRY  India 
SECTOR  Financial Services
INVESTMENT LEAD  Geoff Woolley
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mClinica

COMPANY BACKGROUND
mClinica is the largest pharmacy network in Southeast Asia. 
It connects over 170,000 pharmacy professionals from 
40,000 independent pharmacies to provide better access 
to medicines and health care for over 150 million people.  
mClinica generates unparalleled pharmacy insights, last-mile 
data, and engagement for ministries of health, global health 
researchers and NGOs, pharmaceutical companies, and 
consumer health manufacturers, trying to reach and better 
provide small pharmacies and consumers with essential 
products and health education at an unprecedented scale.

SOCIAL IMPACT
mClinica generates its social impact by (a) providing 
small, independent pharmacies with peer advice and 
insights from the mClinica pharmacist community and 
continuing education modules from ministries of health and 
pharmaceutical companies, (b) aggregating the purchasing 
power of small pharmacies and providing them with quick, 
reliable, and more affordable access to medicines through 
the mClinica ordering and delivery platform, (c) providing 
small pharmacies with access to low-cost inventory 
f inancing to carry more products, better serve their 
customers, and compete with larger pharmacies in the long 
term, (d) improving health outcomes by delivering patient 
medicine adherence reminders to consumers that sign up 
for the mClinica platform, and (e) working with national 
governments and large international health organizations 
to tackle public health challenges (e.g. infectious disease 
outbreaks).  In response to COVID-19 and the future need 
for eff icient vaccine delivery systems, mClinica has also been 
in conversations with multiple global health and national 
health organizations to explore opportunities to deliver 
COVID-19 vaccines through the mClinica pharmacy network. 

Q3 HIGHLIGHT

mClinica’s volumes increased and core business 
fundamentals remain strong with revenue and 

growth metrics reaching all-time highs.  

BUSINESS UPDATE
Due to economic shut downs in the physical economy and 
increasing reliance on mClinica’s virtual ordering and delivery 
app for essential medicines and products, pharmacies in 
the mClinica network increased their ordering volumes and 
adoption of mClinica’s app.  Fundamentals remain strong 
as 840 pharmacies in Indonesia actively purchase products 
each month, and the Company set a new record onboarding 
130 new pharmacies in Sept 2020. Between the end of 
Q2 2020 and Q3 2020, monthly purchasing per pharmacy 
increased by 30% to reach USD 1.8k.  The increasing rates 
of customer acquisition combined with higher ordering 
volumes per pharmacy generated all-time high revenues for 
the Company.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
In August 2020, mClinica booked its highest monthly net 
revenue of USD 291k on USD 1.5m GMV; this equates to 4x 
monthly revenue growth year-on-year.  With the signif icant 
increase in purchasing volume and aggregation of purchasing 
power from mClinica pharmacies, mClinica has increased 
the take rate it earns from pharmaceutical wholesalers 
from 1.8% in Q2 2020 to 2.4% in Q3 2020; this f igure will 
increase as the network increases in size.  At end of 3Q 2020, 
annualized revenue increased to USD 3.5m on an annualized 
GMV of USD 18.5m.  

FUNDRAISING 
mClinica is raising a USD 15m Series B f inancing round 
to drive growth in its existing markets and enter new 
geographies.  As demand for its offerings has spiked and the 
fundraise was delayed due to COVID-19 travel restrictions 
and a slowdown in VC investment activity earlier in the year, 
mClinica has tailored down its growth until its Series B in 1Q 
2021. Based on the Company ’s strong performance during 
COVID-19 lockdowns and a greater interest in digital health 
solutions, several potential lead investors have emerged.  

COUNTRY  Indonesia (operational HQ), Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore (legal HQ), Thailand, Vietnam
SECTOR  Healthcare
INVESTMENT LEAD  Beau Seil
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LEAF

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Lawrencedale Agro Processing (LEAF) is a vertically 
integrated agriculture supply chain company designed 
to meet the growing demand for fresh, hygienic produce 
in India. The Company sources high-quality vegetables 
directly from smallholder farmers, engages in grading, 
sorting, washing, and packaging of products, and sells the 
f inal products to a range of distribution partners, which 
include large retail stores, eCommerce platforms, small 
retailers, and hospitality companies. 

SOCIAL IMPACT
LEAF engages deeply with farmers by providing soil testing, 
advice on farming techniques, and inputs (such as seedlings 
of exotic vegetables) that help farmers improve their yields 
signif icantly and raise crops that command a premium. 
The Company aggregates supply by sourcing produce 
from each farmer’s farm gate - saving transportation costs 
for the farmer - and paying a small premium over market 
prices. As of June 2020, LEAF works with 10,000+ farmers, 
80% of whom are smallholder farmers with less than 
three acres of land. Total revenue for farmers in the LEAF 
supply chain has increased by over 60%, and the Company 
recently began a pilot to provide farm input f inance loans 
of USD 1,000 to a select set of 400 farmers. In the early 
stages, LEAF hopes to onboard 200 new farmers on to the 
program each month. 

Q3 HIGHLIGHT

LEAF achieved quarterly profitability for the first 
time since Patamar’s investment. 

BUSINESS UPDATE
LEAF exceeded its Q3 2020 projections to generate a net 
profit for the quarter.  LEAF’s leadership team demonstrated 
resilience and ingenuity in achieving profitability for the 
f irst time in the Company ’s history during COVID-19.  During 

the economic lockdown in India in Q2 2020, LEAF’s sales 
volumes dropped to 8 tons per day, but the Company ’s 
daily sales volumes recovered to an average of ~17 tons 
per day in Q3 2020. 

Since early 2020, LEAF has been working to f inalize a 
partnership with MasterCard to roll out the tech-based 
MasterCard Farmer Network Platform in India.  Despite 
delays from COVID-19, the potential partnership has now 
moved into the f inal phase of legal documentation and 
the  Company believes the agreement will be signed in 
December 2020. Under the terms of the partnership, 
LEAF will be MasterCard’s exclusive partner in India.  The 
partnership will focus on bringing current LEAF farmers 
and new farmers onto an integrated technology and 
payment platform - previously developed and deployed 
by MasterCard in other countries - to facilitate crop 
sales between farmers and vegetable distributors. The 
partnership also plans to establish a complete agriculture 
marketplace and ecosystem that will connect over 500k 
Indian farmers to traders, banks, input lenders, input 
suppliers, and crop insurers. LEAF is preparing for the 
initial roll-out and implementation of the partnership in Q1 
2021.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
LEAF increased revenues from USD 575,650 in Q2 2020 
to USD 1,093,722 in Q3 2020.  Additionally, LEAF has been 
effective in reducing its quarterly burn rate by improving 
its gross margins from an average of 19% in 2019 to 29% 
in 2020. LEAF recorded a net profit of USD 6,642 and an  
EBITDA profit of USD 52,417 in Q3 2020.  LEAF only has USD 
82,000 of free cash on hand, but with the incoming funding 
from the MasterCard partnership and positive cash f low 
from operations, the Company feels confident in its ability 
to operate and grow in 2021.

FUNDRAISING
LEAF is currently raising a combination of debt and equity 
f inancing to match MasterCard's grant f inancing of ~USD 
1.3M to implement MasterCard’s Farmer Network Platform 
in India.

COUNTRY  India 
SECTOR  Agriculture 
INVESTMENT LEAD  Geoff Woolley
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MicroBenefits

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Headquartered in Shanghai, China, MicroBenefits (MB) 
was launched as China's f irst blue-collar employee 
engagement company. MB enables factories to signif icantly 
improve employee retention rates by enhancing loyalty, 
communication, and workplace engagement. MB's 
customers include large electronics and apparel brands 
that rely on main products from the “Company IQ” platform 
to deliver survey offerings and educational / training 
modules. 

SOCIAL IMPACT
Nearly 150 million front-line factory workers in China 
lack access to employee benefits and training programs. 
MB provides a suite of previously inaccessible employee 
benefits to front-line workers, including (i) educational and 
career advancement opportunities and (ii) improved worker 
voice and grievance channels. MicroBenefits has expanded 
its reach into Vietnam and Indonesia, increasing its ability 
to positively impact the lives of front-line workers across 
the global manufacturing operations of its customers. 
Currently, ~200k frontline factory workers access MB’s 
platform each month. 

Q3 HIGHLIGHT

MB maintained its profitable streak, recording an 
EBITDA of USD 467,000 in Q3 2020, putting them 
in a strong position to end the year with positive 

EBITDA. 

BUSINESS UPDATE 
In Q3 2020, MB launched a custom-built app for the 
Responsible Business Alliance (RBA) - RBA is the world's 
largest industry coalition dedicated to corporate social 
responsibility in global supply chains.  RBA’s members 

include leading electronics companies and factories that 
collectively generate USD 5 trillion in annual revenue and 
employ over 20 million people across the globe.  The RBA 
app consists of a survey tool and a learning application 
(comprised of both MB and RBA-owned educational 
content), and is available to all of RBA’s 150 member 
companies.  The RBA partnership is important to MB 
because it (a) enables MB to onboard its survey tool and 
learning platform with the RBA and all of its members, (b) 
develop additional customized products for RBA members, 
and (c) allows the RBA to create surveys and deploy them 
across multiple facilities as a key tool in its engagement 
with its members. 

In Q3 2020, MB also closed a new USD 200k service contract 
with Tata Services for 2021 and also increased quarterly 
revenues from its long-time customer Nike from USD 20k 
in Q1 2020 to USD 50k in Q2 2020 to USD 160k in Q3 2020. 

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
MB recorded a quarterly revenue of USD 803k in Q3 2020 
in comparison to USD 818k in Q2 2020. The company has 
outperformed its revenue performance in 2019 of USD 
1.1M by recording a year to date revenue of USD ~1.8M by 
Q3 2020. The Company also achieved a positive EBITDA 
of USD 467,000 in Q3 2020, whilst the EBITDA in Q2 2020 
was USD 475,683. In-spite of a low cash balance of USD 
180,000 the company is projected to be cash positive in 
2020 and 2021. MB is projected to complete 2020 with a 
positive EBITDA in comparison to the EBITDA loss of 1.2M 
recorded in 2019. 

COUNTRY  China (HQ), Vietnam, Indonesia
SECTOR  Human Resources / Employee Benefits
INVESTMENT LEAD  Geoff Woolley
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Big Tree Farms

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Big Tree Farms (BTF) is a vertically integrated agricultural 
supply chain company focused on producing “neera” 
(coconut nectar) based products. With off ice locations 
in Central Java, Indonesia and Burlington, Vermont, USA, 
BTF procures, packages and distributes certif ied organic 
products to the US, Europe, and Asia. BTF’s key products 
are its Coco Aminos product (soy sauce alternative) and a 
coconut sweetener that is lower on the glycemic index than 
traditional cane sugar or agave. BTF’s revenue comes from 
the sale of neera-based products to ingredient buyers, 
distributors and major grocery chains such as Costco, 
Whole Foods, Kroger, and Sprouts. 

SOCIAL IMPACT
There are thousands of coconut farmers in Indonesia who 
participate in the coconut sugar supply chain with incomes 
at or near the poverty level. BTF is the f irst organic-certif ied 
company to vertically integrate from tree to consumer 
and control for quality and livelihood improvement. BTF 
currently works with around 9,700 coconut farmers and 
offers a 45% price premium over local market prices. 
Farmers engaged in the BTF supply chain have experienced 
income increases up to 100% and more importantly 
obtained a stable price selling to BTF. 

Q3 HIGHLIGHT

BTF has continued its record financial performance 
including USD 9 million+ in net revenue, 39% gross 
margin, USD 1 million+ in EBITDA, and $573k in net 

income through Q3. 

BUSINESS UPDATE
Big Tree Farms continues to perform well in a COVID 
environment by capitalizing on increased consumer demand 
for its coco aminos and coconut sweetener products. In Q3, 
one of the company ’s strategic focus areas was to invest in 
its supply chain capacity, specif ically the vacuum bed dryer 
(“VBD”) machine that will produce “performance sugar” 
similar in appearance to and can function as a one-to-one 
substitute for white cane sugar in cooking. Due to COVID 
travel restrictions, the VBD installation has been delayed 
by eight weeks, however the impact on revenues should be 
minimal as the Company ’s 2021 sales projections assumed 
a slow ramp up on production of the new “performance 
sugar.” 

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

BTF surpassed its year-to-date 2020 projections in every 
f inancial category including USD 9.1M in net revenue, 39% 
gross profit margin, USD 1.05M in EBITDA, and USD 573k 
in net income.  The Company was able to generate USD 
3.8M in Q3 net revenue while keeping operating expenses 
USD 306k lower than its 2020 plan; this resulted in a gain 
of more than USD 400k in net income from Q2 (USD 160k 
in Q2 to USD 573k in Q3). The business plan for 2020 has 
been adjusted upward to reach USD 12M in net revenue (up 
from the initial USD 11M plan) and generate USD 1M in net 
income (signif icantly more than its plan to break even).  The 
2020 net revenue and net income f igures will set records 
for the Company, if there are not any unforeseen supply 
chain interruptions. BTF is in a good cash position with 
USD 389k in cash-on-hand, USD 1.4M in receivables on its 
balance sheet, and its monthly operating profitability. 

COUNTRY  Indonesia 
SECTOR  Agriculture
INVESTMENT LEAD  Lee FitzGerald
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Jana Care

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Jana Care is a medical device company that develops 
high-quality, low-cost testing products for developing 
and developed markets. Initially launched to provide 
smartphone-enabled low-cost diabetes testing and 
monitoring equipment for mass market customers and 
healthcare personnel in India, Jana Care has developed 
additional tests that are being used in India, the U.S., 
and other developing markets. Jana Care’s Aina device 
processes multiple lab tests (e.g., HbA1c) that were 
previously unavailable outside full-service laboratories. 

SOCIAL IMPACT
There were approximately 73 million cases of diabetes in 
India in 2017, and numbers steadily increased to 77 million 
in 2019. The ninth edition of the IDF Diabetes Atlas projects 
that the number of diabetes patients in India will increase 
to 134 million over the next 25 years, amounting to the 
second largest number of diabetes patients in the world. 
In other emerging markets in SE Asia, diabetes rates are 
also increasing rapidly, which will eventually threaten the 
capacity of underfunded healthcare systems to deal with 
patients and reduce the productivity and well-being of 
their populations. Untreated diabetes has serious health 
risks (e.g., higher incidence of heart disease, diabetic foot 
ulcers, blindness) that disproportionately impact low-
income populations who cannot afford health care. Using 
public and private partnerships, Jana Care aims to reach 
and serve people with limited access to diabetes screening 
and care. Testing, detection, and education can reduce 
the number of diabetes cases, thus reducing lost worker 
productivity and the cost of lifelong care. 

Q3 HIGHLIGHT

Jana Care closed a new research & development 
contract for USD 700k with Astra Zeneca in Q3 2020, 

increasing the total size of contracts with Astra 
Zeneca to USD 2.1m.

BUSINESS UPDATE
The recently-obtained FDA approval positions Jana Care 
to further pursue partnerships with multiple distributors 
that can accelerate commercialization. Although Jana Care 
onboarded two partners in Malaysia and Myanmar to 
distribute its Aina device, the Company has continued to 
struggle with expansion and revenue growth due to COVID 
travel restrictions and pursuit of additional partners. 
However, the Company has focused its resources on R&D 
and has closed a second service contract amounting 
to USD 700k in Q3 2020. Jana Care believes R&D will be 
a signif icant source of future revenue and plans to focus 
resources and efforts on developing its R&D channel using 
Astra Zeneca as its key reference client. 

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Jana Care only generated USD 93k revenue in Q3 2020 
in comparison to USD 230k recorded in Q2 2020. The 
Company recorded a net loss of ~USD 466k in Q3 2020, but 
expects revenue to pick-up in Q4 2020, per the payment 
schedule of AstraZeneca’s contract. Jana Care had a cash 
balance of USD 130,000 at end of Q3 2020, but raised a 
bridge round of USD 700k in September 2020 to provide 
suff icient runway for the Company through May 2021 when 
it plans to raise a Series B round. 

COUNTRY  U.S. (HQ), India
SECTOR  Healthcare
INVESTMENT LEAD  Geoff Woolley
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Topica

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Founded in 2008, Topica EdTech Group is one of the leading 
online education providers in Southeast Asia. Topica offers 
affordable, high-quality online degrees through Topica Uni. 
It also provides English speech tutoring through Topica 
Native and short courses through Topica Edumall.

SOCIAL IMPACT
By providing high-quality, affordable Bachelor's degrees 
and English instruction, Topica's students can access 
improved job opportunities, career advancement and 
higher pay. Topica's online delivery method gives its 
students f lexibility, enabling them to continue working full 
time and manage other responsibilities. To date, Topica Uni 
has served 36,000+ students, Topica Native has served 
30,000+ students, and Topica Edumall has reached over 
1m students

Q3 HIGHLIGHT
Topica is preparing to launch its unified learning 

platform. 

BUSINESS UPDATE
Topica remains focused on preparing for the launch of 
its unif ied learning platform, which will bring its dif ferent 
products – Edumall and Native – onto an integrated 
platform focused on adult learners. This will offer clearer 
“education-to-employment” pathways for its adult 
customers. The launch of the unif ied learning platform is 
scheduled for Q4 2020.

Related to the management team, over the last few months, 
we have observed some tensions emerging between CEO 
Duc Nguyen and one of the largest shareholders on the 
Board.  We are monitoring this situation closely and lending 
our support where possible. 

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Topica remains focused on its restructuring and cost-
cutting efforts. EBITDA losses in Q3 2020 was USD ~600k, 
similar Q2 2020 results. Q3 revenue declined to USD 3.6m 
(vs. 4.6m in Q2) as the Company continues to rationalize 
its sales and marketing spend. The Company has over USD 
2m of cash-on-hand and continues to project it will achieve 
cash-f low positive before the end of the year.

COUNTRY  Vietnam (operational HQ), Thailand, Singapore 
(legal domicile)
SECTOR  Education
INVESTMENT LEAD  Shuyin Tang


